
The go-to expert in the loop provider for (generative) AI
 

Company Brochure

https://www.enlabeler.com/


An end-to-end solution

Enabling data scientists to build their best AI.
Unifying the machine learning journey across data
types such as image, video, audio and text. 

https://www.enlabeler.com/


An easy-to-use data platform
Providing seamless
connectivity with open source
& generative AI tools.

Call on our domain experts &
humans in the loop (HITL) to
provide assistance and
validation throughout the
process.

We support clients
throughout their AI or
machine learning lifecycle



Transcription anywhere you go

Transform your audio to text
or subtitles.

Deploy your own customized
open-source models, like
Whisper, to the cloud in a
secure and scalable way. 

We provide HITL or validation
assistance if needed. 



Speedy deployment

Low deployment and HITL costs

GDPR compliance & best practice
data security standards 

Integration with cloud providers (GCP,
Azure, AWS) 

Qualified domain experts to call on to
work on your platform of choice



USE CASES

MEDIA
Brand and
customer

sentiment analysis 
 

Virtual chatbot
with multilingual

capacity 
 

Content
recommendation

and creation 
 

Chaptering for
YouTube videos

 

AGRITECH
Health anomaly

detection
 

Animals behaviour
prediction

 
Yield estimation 

 
 Orchard counting

& mapping
 

HEALTH CARE

Medical image
labeling 

 
Categorising patient
history, symptoms

and conditions.
 

Counting of cells
and tissues for

defect detection 

INFRASTRUCTURE

Traffic surveillance 
 

Infrastructure
planning and
management 

 
Inspection and

safety monitoring
of equipment 

 
Predictive

maintenance of
roads, railway,

bridges etc
 

Learn More

https://enlabeler.com/use-cases/


" Enlabeler provides
flexible and reliable
labelling crews for

our projects "

TESTIMONIALS

BERT RIJK 
Executive for Data

Science

" Enlabeler has truly
surpassed our

expectations in terms
of the quality of the

work produced "

STEFAN STEFFEN
Principal Researcher

" A big thank you for
staying the course
and being easy to

work with "

CECILY MORRISON

CEO



Get in touch with us today at

 

 

info@enlabeler.com

www.enlabeler.com

https://www.enlabeler.com/
https://www.facebook.com/enlabeler
https://www.linkedin.com/company/enlabeler
https://www.instagram.com/enlabeler_/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCepEp967MWXqCkrgYP8f3-g/featured

